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Internet though has made our lives significantly easy but with everything comes with a price. A lot of
internet hackers and system software have started generating viruses that can really harm one's
computer. I can essentially wipe out its memory and leave it to a completely worthless condition.

Scams are one of the majors ways through which these kind of viruses get transferred or infiltrate
someone's system. Internet advertising is one of the major tools that have changed the face of
advertisement worldwide. Internet marketing has made information regarding products reach a
wider range of audience but simultaneously has given birth to scams and fake emails.

Scams and viruses work very simply, they are sent in the form of an email but when the email is
opened it usually has a virus with it that destroys the software and sometimes the hardware of the
computer. Some people in the name of digital advertising are generating fake harmful emails.

Scams are taken in another sense as well when some of the individuals use internet marketing as a
tool to advertise fake  businesses that are set up to rob people. They use this internet advertising to
popularize themselves and steal people's money slyly. It has become rather popular and common
over the years with the increase in the use of internet.

Digital marketing has seen a lot more better response than print advertising. It can reach a farther
number of people and can attract a wider range of audience. Advertisement through media can be
done in a more innovative manner that can really use aesthetics to incite people to buy the product.

But simultaneously, scams become more common with the increase in the use of internet and
hackers and robbers use these forms of advertisement to fool people and lure them towards their
fake products. This kind of crimes initially were not seen as a major issue but over time internet
scams have branched out into white collar crimes that involves multinational companies and billions
of dollars at stake. This makes the scams be on a larger scale and yet become more dangerous.

These form of scams have been recognized over the years with the internet becoming more
common. Hence, it is always very critical to be aware of the form of crimes around us. Internet
scams have become a serious and critical issue that needs to be handled delicately.
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